
Object-Oriented Programming (in Java) 

Exercise: Exploring Single Dimension Arrays 
import javafx.geometry.Point2D; 
 
public class Array1D_Test { 
 // Used to establish boundaries of Point coordinates. 
 public static final int MAX_X = 150; // "public" is acceptable because it is "final" (constant) 
 public static final int MAX_Y = 100; // "public" is acceptable because it is "final" (constant) 
 
 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  // Create a single-dimension array that can hold int values. 
  // Initialise array with the first 9 prime numbers at time of creation. 
  // The following code has an implied "new" 
  // You'll see the effect of "new" operation through the debugger 
  int[ ] array_ints = { 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19 }; // Creates array with implied “new”, and captures location information in reference variable “array_ints” 
  System.out.println(array_ints);   // Send reference to int array object to println(). The object’s toString() is called. 
  for (int intElement : array_ints)  // enhanced for loop iterates through all elements in array 
   System.out.println(intElement); 
 
  // Create a single-dimension array that can hold double values 
  // The following two lines are better written as one, except to view the build under debug 
  double[ ] array_doubles = null;   // Reference variable begins life pointing at nothing (“null”) 
  array_doubles = new double[4];  // Capture location of new array of double. 
  // Normally, the better way to write the preceding two lines of code. 
  // double[] array_doubles array_doubles = new double[4]; 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < array_doubles.length; ++i) 
   array_doubles[i] = Math.random(); 
  System.out.println(array_doubles);  // Send reference to double array object to println().The object’s toString() is called. 
  for (double doubleElement : array_doubles) // enhanced for loop iterates through all elements 
   System.out.println(doubleElement); 
 
  array_ints = null;      // overwrite the location information in the reference variable with "null". 
 
 
 
 
 
  // Create a single-dimension array that can hold references to Point objects 
  // Later, we can use Point objects to track the location of Actor objects on the Battlefield 
  // The following two lines are better written as one, except to view the build under debug 
  Point2D[ ] arrayPoints = null;    // Reference variable begins life pointing at nothing (“null”) 
  arrayPoints = new Point2D[5]; 
  // Normally, the better way to write the preceding two lines of code. 
  // Point[] arrayPoints = new Point[5]; 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < arrayPoints.length; ++i) { 
   int x = (int) (Math.random() * MAX_X); 
   int y = (int) (Math.random() * MAX_Y); 
   // Create a new Point object and capture its location in the array of references to Point 
   arrayPoints[i] = new Point2D(x, y); 
  } // end for() to create new Point objects 
 
 
  System.out.println(arrayPoints);  // Send reference to array of references to Point objects to println().The object’s toString() is called. 
  for (Point2D referenceToPointElement : arrayPoints) // enhanced for loop iterates through all elements 
   System.out.println(referenceToPointElement); 
 } // end main() 
} // end class Array1D_Test 

Breakpoint: Draw a memory map showing the ID values and objects before the new operation. 

Three Memory Maps 

There are three breakpoints shown below. Draw three 
separate memory maps showing the organization of 
reference variables, array objects and Point objects. 
Show each Point object as a box, with independent 
instance variables as smaller, separated inner boxes. 

Show the array objects as a collection of tightly 
packed elements, but inside a containing box (because 
an array is really an object). 

Diagrams can be hand-drawn or completed with Visio. 

Breakpoint: Draw a memory map showing the ID values and objects before the new operation. Note that 
the variable array_ints has been assigned null. What will happen? 
 
Answer: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Breakpoint: Draw a memory map showing the ID values and objects at this point in execution.  

Evaluation 

 Substantially correct: 2 

 Partially correct: 1 

 Substantial Problems or Late: 0 

Name: ____________________ 


